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• 
QUALITY OF INTELLIGENCE 

(CIA Briefer) 

(This briefing not included here because of 

its level of security classification.) 
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WARSAW PACT LAND FORCES 
( DIA Briefer) 

Gentlemen, during the next few minutes I will discuss: 

1. The location and status of the 86 Warsaw Pact divisions 

included in the study Mr. Woods will discuss later. 

2. I will mention a more severe threat which is also 

analyzed in the at~. 

3. And I will get into the prospects of strategic warning 

and our view of Pact mobilization and reinforcement, 

We carry a total of 86 divisions in the Warsaw Pact land forces 

located in East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the three western 

military districts of the Soviet Union. 

These are the divisions we consider to be opposite the NATO 

Central Region and are therefore the divisions logical to include 

in the Land Forces St~. After mobilization we estimate the 

strength of this force to be about 1.3 to 1.4 million. The divisions 

are provided by the Pact nations as indicated here. 

This chart shews the geographical location of these 86 divisions. 

Now that I have described the numbers and locations, I would 

like to turn to the statue of these divisions. Here I refer to their 

status in terms of strength in personnel and equipment, and the length of 

time we expect it would take the divisions to get to nominally full 

strength. 

B-1 , 
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Sequence of Briefings 

Topic 

A. Quality of Intelligence* 

B. ·Warsaw Pact Land Forces 

C. NA1'0 Land Forces and 
Weapons Compared 

D. u.s. Reinforcement of NATO 

E. Mobilization Scenario 

P. Land Forces Study 

G, Warsaw Pact Logistics 

H. Tactical Air 

I. Concluding Remarks 

Briefing Agency 

Central IntelligeDce Agency 

Defense Intelligence Agency 

Defense Program Analysis 
and Evaluation 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Defense Program Analyeis 
and Evaluation 

Defense Program Analysis 
and Evaluation 

Defense Program Analysis 
and Evaluation 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

* Not included here because of level of security classification 
of brietiDg. 
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(This briefing not included here because of 

its level of security classification.) 
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WARSAW PACT LAND FORCES 
(DIA Briefer) 

Gentlemen, during the next few minutes I will discuss: 

1. The location and status of the 86 Warsaw Pact divisions 

included in the study Mr. Woods will discuss later. 

2. I will mention a more severe threat which is also 

analyzed in the study • 

3. And I will get into the prospects of strategic warning 

and our view of Pact mobilization and reinforcement • 

We carry a total of 86 divisions in the Warsaw Pact land forces 

located in East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the three western 

military districts of the Soviet Union. 

These are the divisions we consider to be opposite the NATO 

Central Region and are therefore the divisions logical to include 

in the Land Forces Study. After mobilization we estimate the 

strength of this force to be about 1.3 to 1.4 million. The divisions 

are provided by the Pact nations as indicated here. 

This chart shows the geographical location of these 86 divisions. 

Now that I have described the numbers and locations, I would 

like to turn to the status of these divisions. Here I refer to their 

status in terms of strength in personnel and equipment, and the length of 

time we expect it would take the divisions to get to naninslly full 

strength. 
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SLIDE B-5 ON In assessing the status, we use intelligence from the sources 

• listed here. The military writings are both classified and open source 

• materials, usually in the form of manuals or articles in military 

journals. 

SLIDE B-6 Olf_ 
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SLIDE B-7 ON 

Flip l on 

Flip 2 on 

This, then, is the process we use to establish the mobilization 

category (I, II, or III) for a Warsaw Pact division. 

Category I divisions are divisions which have from 75-100 per 

cent of their equipment and personnel and are ready for movement witin 

one day. The majority of these divisions are located within the forward 

area opposite the NATO Central Region. Subordinate units of these 

divisions train extensively and are maintained at a high state of 

combat readinesa. These divisions have a full set of combat equipment. 

They may lack many of the required general purpose vehicles, but such 

vehicles could be quickly mobilized from the civilian economy. ·They 

are eaeentially combat ready as they stand. 

Category II divisions are those which have between 50 and 75 

per cent of their equipment and personnel. These units must be 

brcught up to authorized strength through the mobilization of 

reeervi~ts and civilian vehicles, but could be mobilized and deployed 

to nsaembly areas within 5 days. 

Category III divisions have approximately 20 to 35 per cent of 

th~ir personnel - and 25 to 50 per cent of their equipment, including 

eeaentially all tanka and artillery pieces. We believe these divisions 

are intended for longer term mobilization. Most elements of these 

divisions must undergo extensive expansion through mobilization of 

reservists and the addition of civilian transport vehicles. The 

Soviets prcbably would be able to assemble the personnel and equipment 

for these units within about a week, but it would probably require 

up to several weeks to process reservists and equipment into sub-units. 

B-3 
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This chart summarizes the status of the 86 Pact divisions opposite 

the NATO Central Region. 

On this chart I have shown a map plot of the 86 divisions coded 

by category. Category I, those in the highest state of readiness, are 

shown as stars • 

Category II are indicated by circles and Category III are 

1hown by triangles. 

For purposes of the study, we also posed a more severe threat 

to be used in the analysis in addition to the 86 division threat. -

This threat, referred to as the high threat, consists of 128 divisions. 

The figure of 128 includes the 86 which I have already discussed. 

To these we added divisions from the Southern Flank, from the strategic 

reserve, and from the Sino-Soviet border. In each case we left sufficient 

divisions to secure the areas concerned. 

Now I would like to turn to the prosepcts of strategic warning 

of an attack againlt NATO • 

Shown on this slide is the definition of strategic warning as 

uud in u.s. defense planning. The warning proceu is complete only 

when intelligence has presented sufficient evidence to convince the 

leadership that an attack is probable. 

SLIDE B-ll ON In contrast, tactical warning is a warning that an attack is 

~ 
... ;J underway. 

SLIDE B-ll on 
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Flip 1 on· 

It is conceivable for the Warsaw Pact to attack without rein-

forcement from their peacetime posture during a period of little or 

no tension. But we consider such an eventuality highly unlikely. 

Should they do so,. evidence of military preparations would be minimal, 

and strategic warning if given at all would be a few hours or at the 

moat a day or so prior to the attack. 

We believe Warsaw Pact preparations would be dictated by these 

features of their doctrine and strategy. 

The Soviets emphasize the value of surprise, but they also 

emphasize, equally or perhaps more, the importance of the initial 

period of a war - the initial attack - and the need tor a preponderance 

ot forces with strong reserves. 

- The coordination required by these other concepts would 

also militate against maintaining the element of tactical surprise 

and would afford opportunities to acquire indications of Soviet 

preparations. 

The idea of assuring the stability of the rear - a concept 

stimulated by World War II experience - also calls for preparations 

likely to be detected. 

Flip 2 on Therefore, considering all these factors, we conclude that the · 

SLIDE B·l? OFF 

tiiSR would reinforce in Eastern Europe prior to an attack. 

It is from these preparations that we would derive indications 

of Soviet intentione for an attack against NATO. 

B-5 
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SLID~: B•l4 OFF 

SLIDE 11•15 ON 

Flip l on 

Flip ? on 

SLIDE B·l5 OIT 

The str&tegic w&rning problem would be &ffected by the 

difficulties inherent in handling the sheer volume of information 

&vail&ble. A more difficult problem would be correct interpretation 

of incomplete evidence and conflicting information. 

We would expect to get evidence and indications of the possibilit 

of a W&raaw Pact att&ck through their activities during the weeks or 

even months before hostilities began. But the eVidence lllight well not 

be sufficient to provide strategic warning, that is, sufficient evider 

to convince our leadership that an attack is probable. However, some 

of the indications of Pact increased lllilitary preparations vou~ 

probably be sufficient for NATO to make certain precautionary pre

parations of ita own. 

Mobilization lllight occur as a precautionary move by the Warsaw 

Pact in a period of tension well in advance of a decision to reinforce 

the forward areaa or to attack, 

AI a worst case, the Soviets lllight decide to mobilize and to 

reinforce ae soon thereafter &I possible. However, should they do so, 

divisions brought to tull strength by mobilization would have to begin 

movement before they reached the combat readiness level of the 

category I already in Eastern Europe. 
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I would like to shift now to the subject of a Warsaw Pa:: 

build-up. That is, their capability to mobilize and reir.force in 

Centr~l Europe a~ainst NATO's Central Region, the area in which the 

main ~ffort is most likely to occur. This is the Western theater in 

Soviet terminology. 

SLIDE B-16 OU 

SLIDE B-17 ON We presently estimate that the Pact has 58 divisions located 

SLlllt B-17 OFF 

SLIDE B-16 01 

SLIDE B-18 OFF 

in Poland, East Germany and Czechoslovakia, of which 27 are Soviet. 

All of these are considered to be at a high state of readiness except 

for two Polish and three Czech divisions. 

There 1s evidence that the Pact will employ three fronts in 

the area opposite the NATO Central Region. 

Although there are many possible Pact plans on how the divisions 

would be assigned to these fronts, for purposes of the analysis to 

be dis•~saed later, we have made the folloving aaaignments._, 

To the Northern front, we have assigned 22 divisions with the 

lliaaion of attacking toward the North Sea coast and the Danish Straits. 

In the Central front, where we expect the main attack, we have 

assigned 21 divisions. This front will attack on axes toward 

Frankfurt and Cologne, 

On the Southern front we have placed the remaining 15 divisions, 

which will attack into Southern Germany, 
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Reinforcing and reserve units will be drawn from the 3 weste~~ 

military districts of the Soviet Union. This provides 28 divisior.s 

with appropriate Army and front headquarters and support units. 

Tl1ey would take up positions in Poland and Czechoslovakia prior 

to the initiation of hostilities where they would be in position to 

reinforce, particularly the central front, where we expect the main 

attack. Thia then places a total of 86 divisions opposite the NATO 

Central Region. 

Now with regard to the movement of theae 86 diviaiona, we have 

calculated the time to get them into position. In making theae· 

calculations, we have made certain assumptions. 

Movement will be completed prior to the initiation of hostilities. 

Priority on the utilization of road and rail capacity will be given 

to military movements. And finally, there will be little delay in 

initiating movement after regimental size unite complete their 

mobilization • 

Transportation requirements were computed for the entire 

reinforcing structure. 

Movement of theae forces in our scenario is by rail and 

Our computer analyaia confirmed our manual analysis which indicated 

the rail capacity and rolling atock would permit the movement without 

aerioua delay or bottlenecks. 

B-8 
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In our analysis the road network was used primarily for short 

moves. The railroads were used extensively for long hauls. 

To review -- the terce to be deployed, that is, the 86 divisions, 

is initially located as shown here. 

SLIDE B-22 ON - SLIDE B-22 OPT 

SLID~~ B-23 OR Upon completion ot forward movement, they are located as shown 

here. 

SLIDE B-23 O!T 

SLIDE B-24 Olf In summary, I have covered these major points: 

1. The location and status ot the 86 Warsaw Pact divisions 

which Mr. Woods will ·reter to as the designated threat to the NATO 

Central Region. 

B-9L 
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2. I have mentioned the more severe threat of 128 divisions 

also used in the analysis. Mr. Woods Will refer to this as the 

high threat. 

That completes my portion of the presentation. Are there any 

questions? 

I will be followed b;y Mr. Woods • 

----------------------------------------
~ Backup-charts: 

B-P5: Location of warsaw Pact Divisions b;y Type. 

B-26: Indicators of Warsaw Pact Attack on NATO. 
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SUDE C·O 

NATO FORCES INCLUDED AND WEAPONS COMPARED 

(DPA&E Briefer) 

The purpose of this presentation is to describe the NATO ground 

forcee ueed in our analyses of the NATO Warsaw Pact conventional balance. 

SUDE C·l 

For convenience, the forces have been classified into three major 

categories ·- DPQ assigned or earmarked; National Command forces for the 

common defense located within the Center Resion Area; and other forces 

which are from nations with defensive responsibilities in the Center 

Resion area but which are not DPQ committed nor located in the ACE area. 

If we count the total national forces in each of these categories 

for the NATO nations with responsibilities in the Central Region and 

that portion of AFNORTH which 1B contisuoua to AFCENT, the sum of the 

forces ia 72 and one-third divisions, when bripdea and resiments count 

as one-third of a division. 

We recognize of course that not all of these forces should be counted, 

just aa not all 220 Warsaw Pact divisions should be counted for the war 

in the Central Resion. 

RA20 on the other hand considers only those forces reported in the 

DPQ aa asaigned or earmarked and subtracts u.s. Marines, plus some British 

and Canadian forces planned for use in AFNORTH. As a result, there are 

generally about 32 and two-thirds divisions considered available for 

employment within the Center Region. NATO would have more than just these 

C·l 
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DPQ committed forces at its disposal in the event of war, and we count 

others thl\t could reasonably be expected to participate, a total of 

51 and one-third NATO divisions. Major additions are made by including 

u.s. forces from the continental u.s. and French forces. But all countries 

can add forcee beyond the DPQ commitment. The total does not ccime to 

72 and one-third divisions because we exclude European country forces 

deployed elsewhere and U.S. reserve divisione, the U.S. Marines, and.the 

11 .s. division in Korea. 

SLIDE C·3 
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we have prepared and used similar country-by-country rules for 

force counts in the other NATO countries; we believe all non-US NATO 

forces could be available General 

Seith will new address US reinforcement capabilities. 
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SLIDE D•O ON 

US REINFORCEMENT OF NATO 

( JCS Briefer) 

In a war, US reinforcements to Europe will of course depend upon 

our ability to deploy units rapidly and reliably from CONUS, 

SLIDE D•l ON 

This elide ehows the principal land combat units of the US that 

are likely to be available. These are not all listed in the DPQ, but 

we have plans to deploy them where required, 

- In-place forces, of course, are already in theater. 

• over two and two-thirds division sets of equipment plus accompanying 

support forcee have been prepositioned, Personnel for these units can 

quickly fly to their equipment and prepare for combat. 

- other active unite are available to deploy on M-day. In addition, 

required support forcee muat also be deployed, They take about one and 

one-half timee the lift of the combat units. 

• Concerning reserve units, these figures show the days after 

mobilization when they are available to start deploying if committed, 

We are concerned about this time and are seeking ways to shorten it. 

SLIDE D-2 ON 

Th18 slide shows the number of aircraft -- military and civilian --

and ehipe that are available for the deployment. Shipa and military airlift 

transport cargo only, All personnel are airlifted in civilian passenger 

aircraft, and join their equipment in Europe. There are more than enoush 

D-l 
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passenger aircraft for this task. The ships shown are US Flag vessels, 

plus approximately 200 ships which we hope - this fall - will be committed 

by the Allies. 

SLIDE D-3 ON 

Travel time to Europe of course varies. In our planning, this facet 

il worked out in detail. Beyond simple travel time, here are some of the 

additional time constraints on unit deployments. 

- Preparation for overseas movement is the time for a unit to prepare 

.itl people and equiJ-nt for shipping, and for travel to the port. Units 

going by air take leas time than by sea because airports are closer to . · 

units' CONUS locations -and equipment packaging is not required for air 

shipment whereas it is for shipment by sea. 

- Loading time 11 Bisnificant mainly for sea shipment. 

- Marry-up time is that time required for the unit's personnel to 

locate their equipment, pt it operating and assemble as a unit. Units 

deploying by air (except for prepositioned units) have no marry up, because 

they so to the same airport as their equipment which can be shipped in an 

operational status. 

- P1nally, the reassembled units must travel to their battle positions. 

To thtlt times must be added actual movement times by air or by sea. As you 

can see, these additional constraints are considerably larger for units 

traveling by sea • 

SLIDE D-4 ON 

Here are the results of a deployment simulation - for the Central 

Region only - using data that I have just shown. This simulation was made 
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independently of the land battle analysis, but its results were used 

in that analysis. And the last seven diVisions shown here, however, 

were not considered as being available for purposes of the land battle 

analyaia. 

The dayl ahown on the tUde are what it tatea to get into position, 

ready to be cOIIIIIi tted. In addition to theae ccmbat uni ta, aupport un1 tl", 

reaupply, and &llliiiWiition are being transported. 

SLIDE D·4 OFF 

Theae reaults are obtained without considering attrition on either 

114e. Thia impacts in two ways. Firat, equipment ia loat. Seconc!, 

atrategic Urt assets are loat. 

However, &hipping losses may not be as serioua as 

auggeated; firat becauae of the large amount of combat unit material an4 

manpower alreac!y in position or airllrted; an4 second, because these 

attritiOD reaulta are quite aensitive to the assumption that substantial 

Soviet .ablarine forcea are pre-deployed, 

I will be followed by Mr. Wooc!.a, reporting on a currently-underway 

l.az14 force capability atudy. 
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Mobilization Scenario 

(DPA&E Briefer) 

SLIDE E-l 

Before heginning my briefing on 1 major study we are conducting on 

land force capabilities, I would like to summarize the points we already 

made about the timing of mobilization and the availability of forces. 

Theae times and forcea are the ones used in our land force atudy. 

SLIDE E-2 

Tbua far we have talked about available forces in terms of divisions. 

of diviaions ia nearly meaningless because the size and composition of 

diTiliona differs markedly. When we compare men, we get a different 

pictuze of relative strength; comparing weapons, acme would favor Pact, 

acme would favor NATO. Large asaeta exists on both sides and there is 

no reason to conclude that the Pact has overwhelming superiority. More 

forcea WOuld be added on NATO's aide and thl Soviets might add more after 

M+30/M+23 • 

Our presentations thus far have concentrated on what forces would be 

available end when, ignoring interactions and effectiveness of forces. These 

factor• were addressed in great detail in the land forces study. -- _ _. 
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LAND FORCES STUDY 

(DPA&E Briefer) 

Thil briefing ia a progress report covering the scope, approach and 

preliminary concluaiona of a NATO Center Region land forces requirements 

review. The atudy hal been going on over the l&at two years and its 

purpoeea were to examine intelligence inputa, the aasumptions made about 

oppoaing capabilitiea, and the modela used to eatim&te torce requirements. 

SLIDE 1'•2 

Thil chart covera the acope of our work to d&te. We have other atuaies 

Oll•IOilli in tactical &ir force a , naval forces , and nuclear forces, and 

ve hope 1n the future that ve will be able to combine aU the results tram 

tbeae atudiea. 

SLIDB F-3 

M&Dy inputa are needed to make eatimatea of capabilities and to operate 

the modela tb&t CCIIIIP&rl oppoling torcea. These are the most important inputs 

ve have exlllll1ned a o tar, 

For threat aize we used a range. 

For lfA!'O forcea we counted the 51 and l/3 d1v111ona that I referred to 

earlier, 

F-1 
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NATO we assumed individual losses would be replaced as they occurred, 

The effect of this combination of replacement assumptions is significant. 

It reduces the combat life of Pact divisions, and thereby reduces the 

average number of Pact divisions on line. For reduced strength Reserve 

and Cadre units, we made assumptions which reduced their initial effectiveness. 

There are many scoring systems available to compare forces and in the study 

we examined several • 

We made same improvements in the inputs to estimates of force require-

~nts, and we used a range of estimates to reflect the uncertainties. 

The next few slides show how we treated the major inputs. 

SLIDE r-4 

I said that we used a range of threats, and this is probably the single 

molt important input in a comparison of the Pact and NATO. We used as a 

designated threat thoae forces probably designated in Pact plans for use 

againat NATO's Center Region. They include all divisions in East Germany, 

Czechoslovakia, and Poland, as well as Soviet forces in the three Soviet 

Weatern Military Districts. The designated threat total is 86 divisions, 

leaving l36 Fact divisions in other areas. 

ID thia study a high threat was also constructed, It included the 

de1ignated forces and added forces from opposite Turkey and Greece, from 

oppoaite China, and the entire Soviet Strategic Reserve for a total of 

l28 diviliona. The high threat is an estimate of the maximum Pact capability 

veraua the Center Region. It leaves holding forces on other Soviet and 

Pact bordera roughly equal to the forces of other potential enemies. 
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SLIDE F·6 

1'h1a allde sbowa the theater vide build-up comparison of Pact and NATO 

tanka, where the Pact haa & aeven d&y beadat&rt 'in mobillzi%18. The build-ups 

are plotted in terms of tanka in tbouaanda aa a function of days after Pact 
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mobilization. Note that the high Pact curve is a combination of high 

readineee estimates, high estimates of availability and high estimates 

of' equipment holdings combined with the high threat divisions. The law 

Pact combinee the deeignated threat divisions with the lower readiness, 

availability, and slightly lower equipment holdings estimates. These high 

Pact and low Pact build-ups are compared to NATO's build-up. The well 

known Pact numerical euperiority in tanlts is shOIIll. (Flip) The figure 

at the right shows that NATO is numerically superior in anti-tank weapons. 

We believe that the average quality of' NATO and Pact anti-tank weapons is 

about equal in current forces. 

SLIDE F-7 

The next slide shows a similar build-up comparison, but in terms of 

artillery in thousands. The Pact has a large numerical superiority in 

artillery, but this would be offset to s0111e exte~t by NATO advantages in 

lethality, accuracy, and responsiveness. (Flip) In terms of total manpower, 

NATO has more men than any threat. However, NATO would use more of these 

men in non-combat supporting roles. Similar buildup comparisons for small 

arms and mortars would favor NATO. A c0111parison in terms of' APCs would 

show the high Pact to be superior to NATO and the low Pact to be interior. 

SLIDB P·8 

The1e comparisons of the numbers. of' weapons and men do not give us a 

clear picture of' the overall balance. They do not reflect the relative 

contribution• of' different weapons typee, nor do they reflect the quality 

dif'f'erences which exist among weapons of' the same type. In order to make 
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a direct comparison of opposing forces some scoring system is needed to 

evaluate and aggregate the forces. In this study we used two weapons 

scoring systems and they give much different results. 

SLIDE F•9 

The first, firepower potentials, are widely used by our ArMy, Joint 

Chiet'a of Staff and by SHAPE. Firepower potentiall are proportional to the 

lethality of a weapon's munitions and to the expected expenditure of 

ammunition by each weapon. Firepower potentiala give most credit to tanks 

and artillery. 

We alae used Weapona Effectiveness Indicators, or WEis, to compare the 

force1. The WEis count mobility and survivability as well aa firepower. 

They are largely baaed on the judgment of Army officers about the relative 

valuea of differing technical performance characteristic• of the weapons 

Syiteme, The WEia existed in aeven different categoriea of weapons, and 

weishting factors reflecting the relative contributions of different weapons 

types were needed in order to produce an aggregate value for the opposing 

forces. In this study two sets of weishting factors were considered. 

One waa based on the judgments of a group of mill tary officers. The second 

••t ot weighting factors placed the· relative contributions of the different 

weapcma type1 &I equal to the cost of awning and operating the various 

weapon• system.. The value of the weapons systems should be proportional 

to the coat, and if these coat based factors are incorrect the overall 

et'fectivenesa of our force can be increased by reallocating resources to 

different weapons types. The WEis give more credit than the firepower 

potentiall to the lighter weapons systems. 
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SLIDE F-lO 

The effect of the different scoring systems is significant when 

aggregated over the total opposing forces. On this slide we compare the 

hilh Pact and low Pact to NATO in terms of force potential measured in 

Armored Divilion Equivalents, ADEs. An ADE is simply the score for a 

force divided by the similar score calculated for a u.s. armored division. 

We have compared the buildup in ADEs for both firepower potentials and 

weapons effectivenell indicators. The answer to the question "low Pact 

.minus NATO" differs by nine ADEs depending on whether firepower ·potentials 

or weapons effectiveness indicators are uaed. Changing from the FPPs to 

the WEII improves the picture for NATO because the WEis give more credit 

to the lighter weapons and NATO relies more on these weapons than does 

the Pact. With either FPPI or WEis the difference between the low Pact 

an4 NATO can be explained in the difference in tank and anti-tank capa

bilitiel possessed by the two forces. 

SLIDE P'•ll 

In the course of thil study we investigated a number of methods and 

models for estimating requirements in comparing opposing capabilities. 

Modell deploy forces on the ground and calculate attrition and movement 

of attacker based on force ratio. In the models, the attacker is stale-

mated -- cannot advance -- when the ratio of his forces to the defenders 

drops below 1.4 to one in a corps sized sector. Each model was used with 

the inputs I described earlier to estimate NATO capabilities. The models 

produced generally consistent results. 

F-6 
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Thia atudy has aerved to point out the large uncertainties that exist 

in eatimates of NATO requirements. Many or these uncertainties will persist. 

Moat of the uncertainties are associated with different estimates of key 

1nputa, auch aa the size of the threat force, the Pact ayetem and capa·

bility for replacing losses, the ratio that the attacker needs to penetrate 

the defensive positions, the relative values asaigned to the weapons ot 

the two aides, and the timing of D•day. We recognize that much more work 

is required to narrow the range of uncertainty of requirements. 

SLIDE F-14 

Now I have a compariaon of SHAPE' 1 analysis in their 57/70 study and 

the input a uaed in this study. NAro md Pact forces are ahown in armored 

* Combination of designated threat diviaions with lower readiness, 
availability, and llishtly lower equipment holding• eatimates. 

•• Hish threat divilions, with high readinell estimates, high estimates 
ot availability, and high eatimatea ot equipment holdings. 
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d1v1a1on equ1valentl 1 ADEs. The bars at the far left and far right of 
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PACT LOGISTICS 
( DPA&E Briefer) 

That concludes the progress report of the Land Forces Requirements Study. 

SLIDE G-0 

Aa I mentioned, that study left as an uncertainty possible logistics 

conatraints on either side, We are beginning to focus more of our work 

in thia area. 

SLIDE G-1 (Map with Northern, Central and Southern' Fronts labeled) 

A Warsaw Pact logistics study has been cCIIIpleted. It examined the. · 

Soviet atocks of POL and ammunition.identified in East Germany and had 

as a primary goal to determine the adequacy of theae stocks to support 

a Pact:asgreslionin Europe organized along the lines described earlier. 1111111 

SLIDE G-3 
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SLIDE G-5 

To determine the significance of the Pact logistical requirements, 

the model was rerun with additional logistic assumptions. Logistical 

support plans were developed which shipped stocks in accordance with Pact 
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Fl-
planning factors. We have placed the ground support elements of air 

regiments into the movement requirement with destinations provided from 

the NATO MBFR Working Group SGTA work. After M+30, selective air 

interdictions were imposed on the transportation network to cause delays 

within the network. All ground force units including those left in Poland 

in earlier studies, were assigned supplemental destinations in the forward 

area, 

We have thus far focused on land forces. General Seith will now 

discuss tactical air forces. 
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TACTICAL AIR BRIEFING 
( JCS Brie fer) 

Thus ~r we have briefed mainly on Land Forces. We and the NATO MBFR 

Subgroup on TacAir have been making good progress in analysis of the 

Air Battle, although we have not yet solved the problem of integrating tacair 

into land analyses, 

SLIDE H-1 

In the next few minutes I will present for your consideration an 

alternative to the usual perception ot the air situation in NATO. Then I 

will show the results ot some analyses done. in the US and by the NATO 

ubgroup on TacAir, using data involved in the alternate perception. This 

was developed from analysis of three fundamental questions shown here: 

SLIDE H•2 

Concerning the tirst question -- What do NATO and the Warsaw Pact 

have to work with - the analysis summarized here relied upon counting of 

tactical aircraft. 

---·---
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Opposing that Warsaw Pact force, it has been customary to ascribe to 

NATO only those aircraft listed in Defense Planning Questionnaire, and only 

those located in the Federal Republic, the Benelux countries, and the 

United Kingdom 

Thus, the "Balance" of tactical air is seen as about a two to one 

~ct superiority. 

Now, concerning reinforcements: these tactical aircraft in the three 

Soviet western military districts could be deployed into Eastern Europe 

for a Oentral European war. 
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SLIDE H·2 OFF 

Having counted the tactical aircraft in the Center Region as one 

indication of the air assets which NATO and Warsaw Pact have to work with 

and having concluded that NATO in general has as many tactical air assets 

ae doee the Pact, the next question the analysis addressed had to do with 

capability; what could those aircraft do? 

SLIDE H·3 

Here is a breakdown of NATO and Pact aircraft by designated miss-ion, for NA: 

&I indicated in the DPQ. This chart compares in place NATO and Pact air:raft 

and, (PLIP 1), here is the comparison of reinforced strengths. This 

indicatee NATO superiority in designated attack aircraft and Pact superiority 

in air defense. The analysis which I will shortly brief placed these 

aircraft only in their designated mission. We recognize, of course, that 

many ot them have a dual capability and expect that in actual combat they 

would be used as most needed. 

SLIDE H-3 OFF 

To get a preliminary indication of NATO's air capability, one analysis 

examined what these aircraft that are in place in peacetime could do with 

.reepect to two aspecte ··ordnance delivery and air defense. 

SLIDE H-4 

Concerning ordance, the analysis measured the aggregate amount of 

ordnance that could be delivered to the forward edge of the battle area 

(or FEBA) - and to discrete distances beyond the FEBA. Each tactical attack 

unit was considered -- from its peacetime base, by expected weapon load, 

and coneidering the individual range/payload characteristics of each 

aircraft. 
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PLIP 2 ON 

Concerning air defense, using time on station on combat air patrol 

(CAP) aa a measure, the analysis showed this: 

FLIP 3 ON 

Again this is only a measure or how many hours the whole inventory 

can atay on patrol -- with no combat -- from its peacetime deployment. 

The deciding factor will be how the opposing commanders mix the 

employment of their air assets in actual combat; how they take advantage 

of their respective strengths and weaknesses. 

SLIDE H-4 OFF 

Merely counting forces does not tell the whole story. We think that 

today our equipment and men have qualitative advantages in many areas, 

particularly in attack aircraft, and munitions, and crews. We also have 

some disadvantages. For example, our ability to rapidly deploy tactical 

air assets creates a major problem of air base overloading, wherein the 

H-4 
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US muat bed down on the average of 4 times as many aircraft per base as 

our Allies. We believe that the risk is too great not to pursue a more 

equitable sharins of available space • 

SLIDE H-5 

'l'he outcome of any analysis depends upon the key UIW!ptions which are 

inserted into the model. These graphs show some results ot analyses conducted 

by the NATO Slbgroup on TacAir, usins the same data base as I showed to 

you earlier, and relative to total close air support sorties delivered: 

- Case A resulted tram usins generally more Warsaw Pact 

favorable assumptions. 

Case B depicts close air support sorties delivered over time 

it one uses generally more NATO favorable assumptions. 

SLIDE H-6 

'l'he previous graphs illustrate how varying study inputs can alter 

analytic outcomes. 

These are the inputs which these analyses show will have the most 

ligniticant impact on changins the outcane .: 

• Timely dec11ion and degree ot mobilization 

• Shelters 
• petenee ot bases (dispersal is a factor here) 
e· Employment policies 

Implicit is a recognition that the side possessins an advantage 

in surprise and initiative; of ability to mass its air assets; of tactics, 

and of quality will have an important advantage. These things require close 

integration of command and control structure, doctrine, and resources. 

This has been a very "broad brush" treatment ot a very complex subject. 

H-5 



To summarize: the preliminary analysis I have just described -- one of a 
,. 

~ number -- indicates that the general tactical air balance in Europe is 

-- . ~-- . 
;.;.: . 

better than has been commonly thought. I have also shown you some key 

i: factors in the assessment, and the more essential force improvements which 

we believe are indicated as a result of our analyses. 
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sprr 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 

{JCS Briefer) 

Mr. Min18ter, at this point we have completed briefings that showed 

how we have counted Pact and NATO land and air forces -- and some of our 

preliminary analylis of this data. Many uncertainties remain. We make 

no claim that any purely analytical study can be used to determine the 

outcome of an actual military engagement. The utility of these studies 

lies in increasing our basic understanding of our own-- and the enemy's 

resources, of the potential impacts ot vario1.11 modernization projects, 

ot readiness, MBFR schemes, force planning, and the like. 

The u.s. Secretary of Defense bas stated the caee tor a strong con

ventional option that can be achieved within the potential resources of 

NATO. We recognize that the NATO allies, for the most part, are making 

progreu toward the goala ot AD-70 study. However, we believe that there 

are ma~or shortfalls in the quality and employment of NATO forces that 

muat be corrected if we are to achieve our full potential. These short-

:!'alla tend to tall into the following groups: 

A. High pay-ott equipment improvements that have not yet been 

tully procrammed -- or that we do not know have been programmed --

p&rticalarly aircraft survivability and anti-tank weapon capabilities. 

B. Ability to suatain combat ope_rations for as long or longer 

than would the Warsaw Pact -- and this 1a necessary whether in a con-

ventional or a nuclear context, War reserve stocks are a key shortfall 

here. 

C, Gaps in the necessary integration and cooperation in NATO. 
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I have not mentioned the vitally important roles of Flank and 

Maritime forces, but assure you that the United States recognizes 

the global implications of a NATO conflict, and that its forces are 

programmed and structured to cope with such an eventuality. 

I will now briefly cover the four specific improvement areas 

which we believe should receive special emphasis for study and future 

programmins within NAl'O, and by individual countries. 

SLJDE I-1 

Firat, Aircraft Shelters 

. We appreciate the·efforts of the Eurogroup in startins the aircraft. 

shelterins program. But, in fact, most in-place forces remain unsheltered. 

l'be US goal is for shelters tor all European-based tactical aircraft, and 

tor NATO funded shelterins of 1~ ot the US air forces assigned and 

earmarked for NATO, and tor the US Rapid Reaction Force. Additionally, 

to achieve better dispersal, consultations are underway to obtain wartime 

use rights tor US aircraft at more allied bases, which would be a very 

inexpensive means to improve our employment posture. 

FLIP -
·Antitank Weapon• 

A crest number ot improved antitank weapons have been programmed 

to enter NAl'O torcea; but there haa not been general NATO agreement as 

to their value in defeatins the Warsaw Pact tank threat. Aa a result, 

there has been a proliferation of weapon developments, some delays in 

decision and introduction o~ weapons and a variety of organizations 

to use them. A future land battle 18 expected to be fought by dispersed 

tast movins armored and mechanized units. Armor targets will only mass 

at the time and place ot the attacker's choice. l'hus, NATO elements 
t'r"'I'IIAr-'P 
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will be operating in a fluid setting, where units are intermingled ar.d 

mutually supporting each other. In such a situation there should be 

interchangeability of futUre costly anti-armor munitions, there should be 

compatible tactics and logistics, and frequent combined training and 

exercises. All of this implies closer integration of organization 

and Goctrine, of research, of logistics programming and prorurement, 

and of cross training among NATO commanders. 

War Reserve Stocks 

To reiterate, we believe that in a war with the Pact, it is 

pollible that NATO might have to fight with conventional weapons longer· 

th&ft we want or think -- whether or not aqgmented by nuclear weapons. 

Certainly victory by attrition should not be granted by the allies as 

a logical Pact alternative strategy. We believe that there are critical 

deficiencies in the stock holdings of most nations. Some stocks are 

malpositioned, or do not permit operation of combat units from other 

national basel. ~le several countries have indicated the initiation 

of programs for modern air munitions buys, .we do not know the extent 

of theae. We believe that a' common NATO program of goals, and hard 

1upport1Qs prosram., is e11ential. 

ol 

Reorganization of Air in the Central Region 

A number of major anomalies exist in the NATO command structure, 

and, of these, the posture and control of air forces in the central region 

.il the most urgent; we have not harmonized our operating concepts, 

method•, or training, nor c:l• we posses.s the command and control arrangements, 

which would allow US, Canadian and German forces of the llouth to be ~mployed 

~rrlrT 
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effectively in support of allied operations in the North, and vice versa. 

FLIP I·l O'F'F 

Last week, as yo~ know, military committee g~delines were dispatched 

to SACEUR. The thr~st of those g~delines is shown here. 

SLIDE I-2 

Thus, we now have broad agreement concerning the direction which the 

reorganization will take. 

We believe that dramatic interim improvement at very little cost, 

in the near term, is possible -- by ~sing existing NATO and National 

facilities, eq~ipment, and combat capabilities -- witho~t waiting for 

procurement of a~bstantial amounts of new equipment or facilities or of · 

changing its fundamental strategy • 

SLIDE I-2 OFF 

Mr. Minister, to sum up-- we believe that MC 14/3 remains a 

viable strategy for NATO. We have ill~strated how we analyze Warsaw 

Pact/NATO capabilities; our studies are continuing -- the finite answers 

req~red will come with continued progress in our analytical process. 

But we are encouraged that NATO rests on the high side of the spectrum 

of-possessing a credible deterrent and a viable conventional defense force. 

~aut improvements are needed - some with high priority -- and theee 

can be identified and implemented without overwhelming costs. A major 

prerequisite to improvement is greater integration of our study effort, 

of our forces, and of our mutual programs to support those forces. 

Sir, this concludes the briefing • 

SLIDE I-3 ON 


